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ABSTRACT, The adiabatic perturbation theory ia applied to the ionisation 
of the lso molecular orbital (MO) and extended to less adiabatic collisions 
by imposing ar. asymptotic matching with the semi-classical approximation. 
The transient molecular state wavefunction is modelled using the concept 
of an "effective" charge for the colliding system. Through this procedure, 
the transition amplitudes are evaluated simulating both the relaxation of 
the passive electrons and the modification of the active electron wave-
function, as well as their connection with the motion of the centre of 
charge during the collision. The direct Coulomb ionisation of the Iso 
MO is calculated for projectiles following hyperbolic paths, in terms of 
this "effective" charge, using the current-vector formalism. Comparison 
is made with a large amount of experimental data showing good agreement. >'.'/t.;yi/-

RESUMO. A teoria de perturbação «diabética í aplicada 2 ionização do orbi
tal molecular lso e estendida a colisões menos adlabéticas pela imposição 
de um acoplamento assintótico com a aproximação semi-classics. A função de 
onda do estado molecular transiente 2 modelada usando o conceito de uma 
carga "efetiva" para o sistema em colisão. Por meio desce procedimento, ?.i 
amplitudes de trsnsição são calculadas simulando tanto a relaxação dos 
elétrons passivos e a modificação da função de onda do elétron acívoi quan
to 2 §»* conexão com o movimento do centro da cargas durante a colisão. A 
lonixação Coulombiena direta do orbital molecular lso í calculada para 
projéteis com trajetórias hiperbólicas, cm termos desss carga "efetiva", 
usando o formalismo do vetor-corrente. 0 modelo é comparado com um grsnde 
número da ótâo» experimentais, apresenCsndo ua boa acordo. (j\tA-$fi; 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In asymmetric collisions, the K-shell ionisation of 

the heavier partner is dominated by the Coulomb excitation to 

the continuum of the active electron. Under these circumstances 

the experimental data are usually confronted with the 

theoretical predictions of the PWBA (or the SCA) evaluated 

with non-relativistic hydrogenic wavefunctions which origin 

is taken at the nucleus of the heavier partner and which are 

properly corrected for binding (Basbas et al 1973), 

relativistic (Anhclt 1978, Brandt and Lapicki 1979) and 

Coulomb deflection (Bang and Hansteen 1959, Kocbach 1976, 

Brandt and Lapicki 1979, Lapicki et al 1981, Montenegro and 

de Pinho 1982a, b) effects. Though a good general agreement 

between theory and experiment can be reached, some discrepancies 

still persist in the extreme adiabatic limit, even with 

protons as projectiles (Brandt and Lapicki 1979, 1981, Paul 

1982), With heavier projectiles the situation is still worse 

(Lapicfci and Losonsky 1979). 

In quasi-symmetric collisions the vacancy sharing 

between the ISO and 2p« molecular orbitais (MO's) In the 

exit channel of the collision Is the main mechanism responsible 

for the Iso MO ionisation (Meyerhof 1973, Meyerhof et al 1976, 

Anholt and Meyerhof 1977). This mechanism Is ^r*óu*^}/ dominated 

by the direct Coulomb excitation as the system becomes more 

and more asymmetric. 

, An alternative description of the direct lonlsation 

of the H i NO c m be made using adlabatfc perturbation theory. 
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In the «diabetic H a l t the ionisation occurs predominantly 

at tnternuclear distances which are much smaller than the 

united-atom K-shell radius. Under these circumstances 

Brlggs (1975) showed that the Coulomb excitation of an 

electron occupying a MO can be viewed as a superposition 

of two components, each one corresponding to the Coulomb 

excitation of the active electron, centred on the centre 

of charge, due to both nuclei of the colliding system. 

A very interesting aspect of this picture is that 

the- techniques usually employed in the SCA can be formally 

extended to symmetric col l is ions, where the tradit ional 

semi-classical approximation 1s not valid anymore 

(Kocbach et al 1980). 

A problem that subsists within the above picture 

Is to match the calculated Iso lonlsation cross-section with 

the one given by either the SCA or the PUBA for less 

adiabatic col l is ions, when the ionisation occurs for greater 

Internuclear distances. The asynptotic l imi t of large impact 

parameters requires formally the multiplication of the KO's 

by plane-wave translation^! factors, which Implies the shi f t 

of the origin of the coordinate system In order to correlate 

asymptotically the KO to the target nucleus (Bates and KcCarroll 

1958, Brlggs 1975). The authors have no knowledge of any 

simple procedure to perform this matching of the lonisation 

cross-sections published thus far . 

I t Is worth mentioning also that for slow collisions 

many-electron e f fec ts , such is the external screening, are 

extremely important, f ine* the calculated lonisation 
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cross-sections are very sensitive to the parameters that 

incorporate these effects. Therefore,for less adiabatic 

col l is ions. i t is Important to take into account the 

relaxation of passive electrons together with the continuous 

adaptation of the active electron wavefunctions to the 

variable electr ic f ie ld of the two coll iding nuclei. 

For shortness this last feature w i l l be called evolution 

of the active electron wavefunction. 

In this work the above-mentioned «spects are 

considered in a phenomenological way for asymmetric 

coll isions. Hydrogenic wavefunctions are used to describe 

the active electron i n i t i a l and f inal states. The 

relaxation of passive electrons, the evolution of the 

radial wavefunction of the active electron, the change in 

the active electron binding energy and the predominance 

of the projecti le term (or the matching With the SCA) 

when the coll iding system changes from the extreme 

adiabatic l imi t to faster regimens are obtained by 

Introducing a single parameter, which can be Interpreted 

as an "effective" charge of the system. A model to determine 

this "effective" charge and the screening parameter 1s 

presented In §2. These parameters are Incorporated to the 

adiabatic perturbation theory and the current-vector 

formalism (Montenegro and de Pinho 1982a, b) Is used in $3 

to obtain the direct Coulomb lonfsation cross«ssct1on of 

the 1t« MO by projectiles following hyperbolic paths. 

Moreover, a Coulomb correction factor and a scaling law art 

obtained. In $4 the theoretical results at|« compered to • 

http://collisions.it
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large nuaber of experimental data and to the ECPSSR theory 

of Brandt and Lapicxi (1981).. General conclusions are drawn 

fa {5 and finally, in the Appendix, a saaple calculation 

Is presented. 

2. ADIABATIC PERTURBATION THEORY WITH VARIABLE CHARGE HO 

In not wry asymmetric slow collisions a physical 

picture that can bt adopted to describe inner-shell ionisation 

Is to consider the excitation of the active electron 

occupying a transient HO as being due to the contributions 

of both the projectile and the target nuclei. A simple model 

within this picture is to approximate the two-center transient 

MO by one-centre wavefunctions having as origin the centre 

of charge. In this way, the transition amplitude between an 

Initial state *0 and a final state •„. with energy eigenvalues 

l0 and E„ and electron orbital angular momenta t0 and t„, 

respectively, Is given by adlabatic perturbation theory and can 

be written *t 

v» • -í C - , | W «Jfâr * <-"v'" Ai'v «• 
where p 1s the Impact parameter, 11» • En*Etf and Ẑ e and Z2e 

denote the projectile and the target nuclear charges» 

respectively. The parameters a - Zf/(Zf+Z2) and • • 1-*, 

where Zfe 1§ a kind of "effective" charge to be determined 

later, define the position of the cintre of charge for a given 

Intornuclear separation R, at shown 1n figure 1. 
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This picture was used by Briggs (1975) to describe 

collisions in the extreae adiabatic H a l t , with a end • 

defined In teras of Zj Instead of Z*. and focusing attention 

on syaaetrlc systeas. Within Briggs' scheae, Amundsen (1978) 

and Zoran et al (1982, 1983) studied the Ho HO ionisation 

in adiabatic asyaaetric col l is ions. 

Equation (2.1) shows that both the project i le and 

the target teras contribute to the transition aaplitude for 

a l l values of R. As pointed out by Briggs (1975), when R + » 

the transition aaplitude cones exclusively froa the project i le 

term, which corresponds to sett l ing a • 1 in equation ( 2 . 1 ) . 

Then 0 = 0 and the target tern does not contribute. In this 

H a l t the centre of charge coincide with the target nucleus. 

As ft • Z* / (2*+Z2 ) , the asymptotic condition 1 * 0 is R * -

suggests a dependence of the effective charge Z? on R, 

satisfying the asyaptotic conditions Z*-»0 as R-»- and 

Z? + Z. as. R * 0 . This choice would provide values for the 

total lonisatlon cross-section consistent with both the 

Briggs model in the adiabatic U n i t ai.d the SCA in the high* 

velocity H a l t . 

In ordtr to determine the dependence of It on R, 

one-electron wavefunctlons centred on the centre of charge 

end satisfying the SchrBdlnger equation wi l l be used. I . e . , 

2 Z e* 
. !L **f . -L- f t y (R)# . t+ (2.2) 

2m r 

where * it the electronic ma$ and Zj » Z* • Z2K> Here 

22 K • *2 " S / M ' Z j - 0,3 i f the ufuel screened charge of 
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the target nucleus and ZT 1s the total effective nuclear charge 

used to describe the stationary states of the active electron. 

In units of the electronic charge. In equation (2.2)> v
t(R) 

denotes the screening potential due to the external passive 

electrons which will be assumed to be constant for a given 

internuclear distance R. Following the sane line of thought 

of Merzbacher and Lewis (1958). the ionlsatlon energy of 

the active electron Is obtained fro* equation (2.2) as 

I « 2?Ry - VS(R) (2.3) 

where Ry Is the Rydberg energy. The screening parameter 
9 

9(Zj) • I/Z^Ry Is then given by 

e(ZT) - 1 - - | — (2.4) 
ZÇRy 

The lonlsatlon energy cm also be evaluated using 

first-order perturbation theory. For the active electron one 

has 

I • «*9(?)|£ v2|»0(?)> • <*Q(?) I ^ l * 0 ( r > • <*0(r) 1 ^ 1 •„(?>> -

2 
- \ <*9&Klf') l - j^rl O0(f')$0(f)> - <*0[r)\\i*)\*0l?)> (2.5) 

The terms appearing in equation (2.5) correspond 

respectively to the kinetic energy, to the Interaction 

potential energy with the projectile nucleus, to the 

Interaction potential energy with the target nucleus, to 
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the potential energy due to the interaction with the other 

K-shell electron (internal screening) and to the interaction 

potential energy with the other electrons (external screening). 

Using for éQ the Is wavefunction that satisfies equation (2.2). 

i t follows that 

I • -ZyRX + 2 Z^jRy G(u) • 2 Z2ZTRy 6(Yu) - £ ZTRy - V,(R) (2.6) 

a Z T 

where u - —'- b£R (2.7) 
Z2K 
Zf 

l n d Y - _ i (2.8) 
22 

Here aQ is the Bohr radius of the ground state of the hydrogen 

atom and b2 • ^/*ZK " Z2K *̂o* T n e f u n c t i o n G(u) i s given by 

6(\i) - D - (1*«)«"2u]/« (2-9)' 

For asymmetric collisions In the adlabatlc limit, 

the lonlsatlon occurs for small values .of R and one can consider 

vb2R<<! (this condition will be discussed later). Since with 

very good approximation aZj/Z,K*1, the lonlsatlon energy (2.6) 

can be approximated by 

I • - Z*Ry • 2 ZjZyRy C(b2R) • 2 ZTRy(Z2 - S/16)-V$(R) (2.10) 

A» 22 - 5/16 Is by definition equal to Z2K, 1t 

follows from equation (2.10) that the screening parameter la 

given by 
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2Z,G(b2R) 22 V (ft) 

zT zT Z * R 7 

As ZT • Z* • Z2|C. equation (2.11) wil l be exactly 

equal to equation (2.4) If one makes 

Zf • 216(b2R) (2.12) 

I t should be observed that, with this choice, 

ybjR - Zj/Z* ** R *"- The approximation yb.R « 1 is then 

just i f ied for al l values of R in asymmetric co l l i s ions . 

The sain purpose of this work i s the determination 

of the total ionisation cross-section. To reach this goal 

the next step will be the averaging of 2*, given by 

equation (2 .12) , over al l the possible paths followed 

by the projec t i l e . The function G(b2R) being the same 

one introduced by Basbas et al (1.973) for the determination 

of the K-shell binding correction, the calculation of the 

total cross-section will be made using an effective charge 

Zf determined by the same averaging procedure used by 

those authors, I . e . , 

Zf - Z|9(C) (2.13) 

where 

0(C) - (l*5l#7,14tZ*4.27r.3*0.947c4)/(Wc)5 (*.14) 
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and the adiabatlc parameter i s determined in the usual way, 

C • 2/n/e(Z2|() where n - aEj/HjZ^Ry with E, and M, being 

the kinetic energy and the mass of the project i le , 

respectively. Unless the R dependence of Z* is exp l i c i t ly 

Indicated, the average given by equation (2.13) will be 

implicit ly assumed henceforth. 

The evaluation of the screening parameter by means 

of equation (2.4) is â very d i f f icul t task. An alternative -

procedure will be adopted here. The values of 6, determined 

experimentally for discrete values of Z. are f i t ted by a 

continuous function 9(Z). The dependence of e on R can now 

be taken Into account by calculating the value of this 

function at Zy(R) - Z2(( + Z?(R). Thus, the impingement of 

a heavy projectile on a target at small impact parameters 

will be described by a parameter d which evolves progressively 

from the separated-atom to the united-atom l imi t s , reproducing 

approximately the intermediate experimental values. Therefore, 

the calculation of the total cress-section will be made 

following the same averaging procedure mentioned previously, 

i . e . , by taking ZT - Z2K • Z* with Zf given by equation (Z.13) to 

evaluate 6(Zy). It was verified that the function 

s(Z,-[ ,*Hrfj ,4? l |2-" |-5S|, ,^*t« l / c 5 
* (2.1 

with cj • 0.0051} c2 • 0.0030; c3 • 0.0600; c4 • 0.1705 and 

Cj • 2,350 reproduces the recommended values for the K-shell 

ionlsatlon energies tabulated by Eearden (1967) tor elements 

with 10 < Z «103 with deviations smsllir than 0.16Í In «11 
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cases and smaller than 0.10X In 851 of the cases. This precision 

i s good enough for the present purposes. Figure 2 presents the 

function {e(Z2 K)D • (Z2 K /137)2 /4]"1) e 5 / in(Z2 K) versus Z2K, 

together with the experimental values of 6(Z2K) normalized 

In the same way. This normalization w?s chosen to emphasiie 

the fluctuations in the values of e . as well as the quality 

of the f i t t i n g . The heavier solid line represents the function 

cJ | |T 2 ( t -20 | -35 | 3 + c2D+(c3Z2 K) f r]"1 • c 4 . This procedure 

provides the screening parameters usually adopted either 

In the separated-atom (C>>1, Z, - Z2K) or in the united-atom 

( « « 1 ; Z T -Z 1 • Z2K) l imits . 

Then, adopting the wavefunctions satisfying equation 

(2.2) and using equation (2.13) to determine the effective 

nuclear charge Z-, the position of the centre of charge and 

the screening parameter» one can consider simultaneously 

several physical aspects that arise in the transition from 

the adiabatlc l imit to the intermediate-velocity regimen. 

The radial evolution of the wavefunctions, the variation 

of the screening parameter, and, consequently, the role 

played by the passive electrons 1n the determination of the 

binding energy of the active electron, and the shifting 

of the centre of charge towards the target nucleus are thus, 

«11 of then, taken Into account. 

The use of the average (2.13) for Zf provides 

averaged time-Independent values tor the parameters u, a and 

i . In order to evaluate the total lonfsetfon crott-ttcUon 

•f the l io HO, s further approximation will be adopted by 

Introducing these parameter! in equation (2.1) to obtain an 
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expression that can be more easily handled, i . e . , 

3. THE SCALED CROSS-SECTION 

I t can be observed from equation (2.16) that for 

dipole transitions iQ • i n - 1 , and the transition amplitudes 

of the projecti le and the target cancel out almost completely 

(Amundsen 1978). Therefore, the dominant contribution to the 

direct Coulomb ionisation of the Iso MO comes from the 

monopole term, which can be conveniently treated by means 

of the current-vector formalism (Hontenegro and de Pinho 1982a, 

to be referred to as I ) . The target term in equation (2.16) 

provides the recoil term of SCA in the yery asymmetric l imi t 

(Jakubassa and Amundsen 1979). When this term is withdrawn 

the usual SCA expression for the transition amplitude is 

recovered. 

For monopole transit ions, the Integration over the 

electronic spatial coordinates in equation (2.16) can be 

conveniently avoided using the procedure described 1n I . 

Following the same steps shown there, one can write the 

monopole transition amplitude as 

where current 

vector associated to the 0 + n transition and f • dlt/dt f t the 
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relative velocity of the colliding nuclei. 

The current vector will be determined with bound 

and continuum wavefunctions satisfying the Schrüdlnger 

equation (2.2), with the average parameters ZT and V$ 

obtained fro* equations (2.13) and (2.4), along with 

equation (2.15), respectively. Thus, the Iso MO will be 

represented by the wavefunction 

•0 - *0 • " " (32) 

with A0 « b3 /2/- /7 and b - ZT/aQ. On the other hand, the 

wavefunction of the outgoing s electron with wavenumbsr Ic 1s 

given by 

*n " Ak , < M i ^ i l - l b / k i 2; -21kR) (3.3) 

with A* • exp(«b/2k)r(l-1b/k) and jFjia-.b-.z) being the 

confluent hypergeometric function (Abramowitz and Stegun 

1970). For snail values of k, tho approximation |Ak| " 2»b/k 

Is quite satisfactory. 

Using these wavefunctions In the description of the 

active electron Ini t ia l and final states, the current vector 

can be written ( I ) as 

* « , . JL A a. .-<>•«)« f(4)< f1
 d j #2iksR (Wb/k) ( M )0-1I»AJ ( 3 

31 e n t jr(2*lbA)|z U 

and the transition amplitude (3.1) wi l l be given by 
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i„(r» 
•*" L31|r(2+ib/k)rJJ— i 0 

( l -*)°'1 b / k ) IZ,-2 e-CoR • if e-c8R> (3.5) 

with c - b • 1k{l-2s). In the adlabatic u n i t , when the 

lonisation occurs for internuclear distances that are nuch 

smaller than 1/b, one has |ç|R << 1 and the following 

approximation holds 

if e'CBR • V 2 «*ÇBR -(V* * ¥2> h ' ( V ^ l * ! • <V2+Z2»V"R 

where 

with 

A -

Z ^ 2 • Z , i Z 

1 • TSfO 
1 • TfoU) 

a 

A 
(3.7) 

(3.8) 

and g(ç) given by equation (2.14). 

Introducing the approximation (3.6) Into equation (3.5), 

the transition amplitude can be re-written as 

I„(P) • K [l • «U) , - ^ {•JZ,)£ « e1"' tf ).?(«ff)J 

Thus, the two*term Briggt' amplitude was reduced 

to a tingle integral, wh1..h is formally equivalent to the 

standard one-center SCA amplitude, with the additional 

length scaling parameter # end the multiplicative factor 

(3.9) 
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within braces (see, for example, equation (2.13) of I ) . 

The ionlsation cross-section of the Iso NO can thus be 

evaluated fro» the well-known SCA results by the simple 

scaling Zj * f
3 Zj; v**v and p •*- +p. However It should 

be noted that Zy replaces Z-» in the electronic wavefunctions. 

For the sake of comparison with the PWEA 

separated-aton parameters will be used in the expression of 

the cross-section* Thus proceeding, «ne obtains..for the lsa*. 

ionisation cross-section 

«is* " *6 0*T«(eO2 ~ FUB/A)FC (3.1*0) 

where 

1s the Modified Coulomb factor and F ( ( B / A ) 1S the first term 

in a power series expansion of the reduced cross-section 

(Montenegro et a! 198I). The extension for larger values of 

the parameter Ç^/A can be nade by means of the approximated 

universal functicn of Brandt and Lapicki (1974) 

f(x) - 2- x8[W1.72xZJ"4 (3.12) 
45 

The parameters oQK, (B, dq. and õ are re-definitions of those 

normally used in the K'Shell ionlsatlon theory (1) , namely, 

• w • Siajzf/Z4^; cB - Z/n/5 » dq, - IZ^Zg/Z^Km/MJ/S2^; 

9 • 0(Zj)/oZ. M U the reduced «ass of the projectile-target 

•ystan. The parameters n and C have already been defined. All 
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these definitions are valid within the approximation aZ T /Z 2 K «l , 

•ade in §2. 

The preceding results were obtained using non-relat ivisttc 

hydrogenic wavefunctions. In the adiabatic region re la t iv i s t i c 

effects nust be considered in the evaluation of the cross-sect ion. 

Following Brandt and Lapicki (1979) the parameter ç f will be 

replaced by ÇgR * 2/íT^/ê, where ng * [/\ + 1-ly + y]n, in the 

calculation of the reduced cross-section. The parameter y i s 

calculated, in the present context, as y « 0.4(Z2)t/137)2 A/Cga , 

because of the scaling law Mentioned previously and also 

because a nuclear charge Zj i s being used to describe the active 

electron. Thus, expression (3.10} becomes 

" l s o " * 6 V * ™ ( 0 ] 2 ^ FUBR/A)FC (3.13) 

Equa'tion (3.13) changes the results given by the SCA 

for slow project i les . As faster projectiles are considered. 

A * l , Y * 0 , gU) -*0 , õ •* e(Z2K) a n d *&,&**• m a k i n 9 the 

cross-section calculated using equation (,3>13) approximate 

gradually the SCA cross-section. In the adiabatic l imit , some 

important modifications in the behaviour of the cross-section 

arise . They are due to the condition 1«posed to the asymptotic 

Ha l t which must satisfy the transition amplitude given by 

equation (2 .16) . 
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4 . RESULTS 

The reduced cross-section F « («1$ ) SA"6 [1+YQU)] 
- 1 - 1 ° 

Fc »gK Is presented in figure 3 as a function of the 
_ 2 

parameter nR/(Ae) for more than 400 experimental values. The 
projectiles are indicated in the figure and the atomic number 

of the targets ranges from 13 to 92. Only data for which 

Zj/22<e(Z2K)/2 were plotted, in order to guarantee the 

predominance of the direct Coulomb excitation over other 

processes in the lsa HO vacancy production. The experimental 

data were taken from a large number of references (Basbas et al 

1973; Blssinger et al 1974; Burch et al 1974; Hopkins et al 

1975 a, b; NcOaniel et al 1975; Gray et al 1976; Wheeler et 

al 1976; McDaniel et al 1977; Tricomi et al 1977; Anholt 

1978; Basbas et al 1978; Monigold et al 1978; Mehta et al 

1979; Zander and Andrews 1979; Laègsgaard et al 1980, Rice 

•t al 1981; Lopes et al 1982; de Castro Faria et al 1984). 

The values for the fluorescence yields tabulated by Bambyiek 

et al (1972) were used to obtain the lonlsatlon cross-sections 

from the experimental X~rgy production cross-sections. No 

other criterion besides that previously mentioned was used 

to select the data. However, the experimental results from 

lasbas et a1 (1973) (He on Al) and from Anholt (1978) (F on U) 

were eliminated because they presented a completely different 

behaviour as compared to all other data In the low-velocity 

region. Possible reasons for these discrepancies were not 

Investigated by the present authors. The general agreement ' 

between the experimental data end the solid curvo» calculated 
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using equation (3.12), is very good, when one attends to 

the great variety of projectile-target combinations used in 

figure 3. The agreement between the present theory and the 

majority of the experimental data is within 251, which is 

compatible with the experimental uncertainties usually 

reported. 

The Coulomb correction factor Fc • («is-)ex»®A~ D**9Í03 

OFUBH/A)}"1 CQ^"1 multiplied by the function (l+5Adq0/l«B) 

is shown in figure 4 as a function of 2*dq0. The solid curve is . 

the function 2wdq0/[exp(2*dq0}-T]. The good agreement between 

theory and experiment can be observed again. Attention-should 

be drawn at this point to the fact that the distribution 

of the experimental data shows no apparent dependence on 

either Z| or 22-

The sane experimental data plotted in figure 4 

are shown in Figure 5 normalized .according to the ECPSSR 

theory of Brandt and Lapickl (1981). The notation is the 

same as used in Paul's compilation for protons (Paul 1982) 

and the solid curve represents the function CK(x) - 9£ t 0(x). 

A greater dispersion in the distribution of the experimental 

points can be observed and, also, a tendency of the points 

corresponding to the heaviest projectiles ( i . e . , C, N, 0, f 

and CI) to l ie sHtematically above those corresponding to 

lighter projectilas ( I . e . , V 2H and 4He), mainly for smell 

values of the variable x. As mentioned in the previous 

paragraph, this tendency Is not observed in the present 

treatment. It If also ovidant from Figures 4 end 5 that 

the Coulomb correction factor put forth In this work 
* • < « • 
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^equation (3.11)3 shows, in genera), a better agreement with 

the experimental data than the simpler function CR(x) • 9Ej0(x). 

I t i s worth observing that ine last ic i ty effects are included 

in the ECPSSR .theory but not in this work, because they are 

small for heavy ion-atom co l l i s ions , in the velocity region 

considered here. Under these conditions, as mentioned previously, 

the dipole terms are also negligible. For protons these effects 

cannot be neglected in the adiabatic region. I t should be noted, 

however, that these ef fects act on the ionisation cross-section 

in opposite directions. The good agreement between theory and 

experiment verified for protons i s , thus, a consequence of the 

counterbalance of these two ef fects . These considerations justify 

the analysis based only on the monopole contribution even for 

protons, when the present results do not differ significantly 

from the separated-atom SCA calculations, except for light 

targets. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of the present work was the application 

of the adiabatic perturbation theory to the ionisation of the 

lev MO and i t s extension to less adiabatic regions by Imposing 

an asymptotic matching with the SCA. A coherent treatment for 

both the relaxation of the passive electrons and the evolution 

of the active electron, as well as their connection with the 

motion of the centre of charge during the co l l i s ion , had shown 

to be essential to reach a good agreement between theory and 

experiment for extremely different combinations of 

projectile»target lys-tems and for a wide range of projectile 
« » * * * 

velocities within the «diabetic region. It doe* not toe» to 
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be a simple task to take into consideration these aspects, as 

well as the hyperbolic path followed by the projectile and 

relativistic effects in the electronic wavefunctions, in 

calculations based on firt principles. However, the good 

agreement between theory and experiment obtained by following 

the procedure adopted here stimulates the search for more 

formal approaches to carry the transition from the Briggs 

model to the usual semiclassical approximation. 

Despite continuous effort, revealed by the successive 

elaboration of models, approximations and corrections, the 

problem of the creation of internal vacancies in collisions 

of ions with atoms still defies a thorough theoretical • 

treatment. The approach through progressive, improvements in 

the first-order approximations is important since It always 

sheds more light on the deeper difficulties of the problem. 
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APPENDIX 

A «ample calculation 1» presented as in example of 

the us* of the formula* obtained in the model proposed here. 

The reT«vant steps to obtain tht ionlsatfon cross-section 

of the Is» MO aro shown fn table 1 for 4.8 MoV 1Jc on a 
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natural 4jAg target. The average aass of the Ag nuclei was 

assuaed to be H2 • 107.87. 
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Table caption; 

Table 1 - Sample calculation for the system '*c (*-8 He¥l*47Ag. 
The average mass used for the Ag target was M2 * 107.87. 



Figure Captions: 

Figure 1 - Coordinate system for tike motion of an. electron e 
in the field of two nuclei of charges Ẑ e and 
Z.e. 

Ftgurt 2 - Normalized values of the parameter e versus Z2K (see 
text). 

Figure 3 - Reduced experimental lso-ionisation cross-section 

• t ' l s o W 5A~5 D*rg(C)3"2 Fc~ l oõÍ v e r s u s nR/(AÕ)2. 
Each symbol corresponds to a gtven projectile (Zj) 
bombar.lfng various targets (Z2)- Z2 ranges from 
13 to 92. The solid line represents the universal 
function given by equation (3.12). 

Figure 4 - Coulomb correction factor Fc* (l*5Adq0/14çB) as a 
function of 2*dqQ. Each symbol corresponds to a 
given pair projectile-target. The solid line fs the 
function 2»dq0/(exp(2*dq0)-lJ. 

Figure S - ECPSSR Coulomb correction factor as a function of x 
(see text) for the same experimental data as in 
figure 4. The solid line is the function CK(x)«9E10(x 
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